Dynamic analyte introduction and focusing in plastic microfluidic devices for proteomic analysis.
Isoelectric focusing (IEF) separations, in general, involve the use of the entire channel filled with a solution mixture containing protein/peptide analytes and carrier ampholytes for the creation of a pH gradient. Thus, the preparative capabilities of IEF are inherently greater than most microfluidics-based electrokinetic separation techniques. To further increase sample loading and therefore the concentrations of focused analytes, a dynamic approach, which is based on electrokinetic injection of proteins/peptides from solution reservoirs, is demonstrated in this study. The proteins/peptides continuously migrate into the plastic microchannel and encounter a pH gradient established by carrier ampholytes originally present in the channel for focusing and separation. Dynamic sample introduction and analyte focusing in plastic microfluidic devices can be directly controlled by various electrokinetic conditions, including the injection time and the applied electric field strength. Differences in the sample loading are contributed by electrokinetic injection bias and are affected by the individual analyte's electrophoretic mobility. Under the influence of 30 min electrokinetic injection at constant electric field strength of 500 V/cm, the sample loading is enhanced by approximately 10-100 fold in comparison with conventional IEF.